Reclaim Visibility and Control
of the Virtualized Data Center
Uila Virtual Infrastructure Performance Management

Solution Benefits
Align IT Ops with Business &
Application Objectives
• Full stack visibility – Application
to infrastructure correlation
• Gain key insights for virtualized
data center operations

Reduce complex troubleshooting
from days to minutes
• Bridging silos – virtual/physical
compute, storage & network
• One-click to application issue root
cause for remediation

Preventative planning improving
application performance
• Identify application performance
bottleneck for optimization
• Auto base-lining and trending for
resource capacity tuning

Today’s virtualized data centers are opaque to traditional monitoring approaches
and enterprise IT lack the tools to be able to correlate application and infrastructure
performance to determine what is causing the application slowdown.
A Data Center’s infrastructure components – CPU, Memory, Network and Storage – may
have their own management tools but these tools are incapable of providing visibility
to the whole system or correlating that information back to a specific application’s
performance. As a result, organizations lack the resources to quickly and efficiently
resolve application performance issues and spend the majority of their valuable time
engaged in reactive troubleshooting or inter-departmental finger pointing, rather than
proactively improving application delivery.
Uila Application-aware Infrastructure Performance Management allows data centers to
gain visibility into their complex, virtualized infrastructure; reduce application outages
from hours to minutes; prevent outages that may arise from stressed infrastructure; and
proactively tune the performance of business-critical applications.
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Product Highlights
Powerful Insights, Analytics & Complete Visibility
for Virtualized Data Center
• Customizable application and infrastructure health
dashboard aggregates and correlates data into meaningful
Key Performance Indicators for easy spotting of poor
performance.
• Automated root cause identification allows non-specialist
operations staff to quickly address application issues
• Powerful visualization and analytic tool sets of Application
Topology, Virtual Network Deep Packet Analysis, CPU/
Memory/Storage profiler reveals how the underlying
infrastructure is performing and impacting application
performance.

Uila Dashboard

• New adaptive baseline technique to create monitoring
thresholds to reduce false positives.
• Integrated alerting to Help Desk, or Network
Operation Center.
• Built-in and customizable reporting for service level
agreement compliance

Root Cause Analysis

Agentless Architecture Monitoring Virtual
Infrastructure with Application Performance
• Leverages Big Data technology to scale to the largest
data centers.
• Small footprint virtual Smart Tap (vST) VM with minimal
overhead - negates need for OS agents
• Collect application response time and critical
infrastructure performance metrics in granular detail
and millisecond precision.
• Embedded Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) technology to
identify more than 4,000 unique applications. Real time
on-demand virtual network packet capture and forwarding in
GRE encapsulation seamlessly integrated with Wireshark.

Flow Analysis

• Virtual Information Controller (vIC) seamlessly integrates with
Virtualization Management Systems e.g. VMware vCenter
• Automated provisioning, deployment and upgrade of Uila
software components without stopping and interfering with
any data center operations. Typical Uila deployment time
within an hour.
• SaaS deployment model eliminates the requirement to
procure, deploy and maintain appliance and/or
hardware probes.
• Also available as a Private Cloud/On-premise solution
Application Topology
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Architecture & Solution Components
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The core of Uila virtual architecture is a big data store and analytics engine that are designed from ground up to scale-out to
accommodate large data center deployment with thousands of servers, to scale-in to record data in high resolution, maintain
history data while maintaining real time responsiveness. Built-in redundancy offers high availability, removes downtime, and
reduces maintenance overhead. The patent-pending analytics engine is the brain that correlates application to infrastructure
performance metrics, the smarts to pinpoint infrastructure root cause why application performance is degraded. The trending
reports generated from historical data helps identify infrastructure hot spots, and maintains optimal application performance.
The Uila Dashboard offers simple and yet powerful way to view the results of the analytics engine and reveal the health of
applications and the underlying physical / virtual infrastructure in network, compute and storage.

Virtual Smart
Tap (vST)

Virtual Smart Tap (vST) is deployed in a distributed manner across the data center. The vST installs in the host as small foot print
and efficiently designed guest VM where it promiscuously listens to all traffic that traverses the vSwitch (North-South and EastWest). Using embedded Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) technology, the vST identifies unique applications and their attributes.
The vST measures application response time, collects network performance data in meta data form. No packet payload is stored,
thus removing the risk of exposing sensitive data. The vST passes this Application & Network Metadata to the Virtual Information
Controller (vIC) for further processing and correlating with the infrastructure metadata collected by the vIC.

Virtual
Information
Controller
(vIC)

Virtual Information Controller (vIC) is the integration conduit to the data center Virtualization Management System e.g.
VMware vCenter. The vIC retrieves your infrastructure configuration as a template to build Uila monitoring domain and to
streamline deployment. The vIC collects network, storage and compute performance metrics that are maintained by vCenter,
combines it with the application metadata from all deployed vSTs, and then securely transmits it to the Uila Data Store and
Analytics Engine, either on-premise or in the cloud.
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System Requirements
CPU

Memory

Storage

Virtual Smart Tap
(vST)

1 vCPU (1 Core)

1 GB virtual memory

2 GB virtual storage, local

Remark

Virtual Information
Controller (vIC)

1 vCPU (1 Core)

Virtual memory
4 GB (reservation)
8GB (max)

8 GB virtual storage, local,
thin provision

Uila Management
& Analytics System
(UMAS)

1 vCPU (4 Core)

32 GB virtual memory

2 TB virtual storage, local

1. Not required for Uila Cloud
2. Storage for six month of
data

Note: The default requirement is for monitoring up to 1,000 VM and Physical Devices. Refer to Installation Guide or Contact Uila if your
deployment is larger than 1,000 units.
Internet Browser

Windows: Firefox, Edge, Chrome
OS X: Safari, Firefox, Chrome, Opera
Linux: Firefox, Chrome

VMWare

vSphere ESXi 5.0, or higher
vCenter Server 5.0 or higher

System SKUs
SKU

Description

Remark

S-AIPM-x

Uila AA-IPM Annual Subscription License for x number of
pCPU sockets

Including software updates and support
(Refer to www.uila.Com/support)

P-AIPM-x

Uila AA-IPM Perpetual License for x number of pCPU sockets

Software update and support
purchased separately. See PS-AIPM-x

PS-AIPM-x

Annual Support for Uila AA-IPM Perpetual License for x number
of pCPU sockets

Including software updates and support
(Refer to www.uila.Com/support)

Note

1.

pCPU is a physical socket populated with CPU chipset in a
server or host.
2. x starts from 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 500. Call Uila for additional SKU

About Uila
Uila has created a game-changing virtual infrastructure performance management solution that redefines the way IT Operations
are able to visualize virtualization and analyze and optimize system infrastructure in lockstep with application service performance.
Unlike most management and monitoring solutions, Uila avoids the cost and complexity of deploying application OS agents or
hardware boxes. Uila uniquely provides full stack visibility and correlation from virtualized infrastructure up to application performance
and down to physical compute, storage and networking resources. The Uila solution reduces application outages, prevents service
disruption that may arise from stressed infrastructure, and proactively tunes the performance of business-critical applications. For
more information, please visit www.uila.com.

Uila, Inc.
2905 Stender Way, Suite 76E
Santa Clara, California 95054

www.uila.com

www.uila.com
(408) 819-0777
sales@uila.com
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